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Intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) have become widely available, yet they remain primarily used for discrete, straightforward tasks.
By contrast, both user studies and literature reviews indicate that IPAs of the future are to be personalised, proactive, and capable of
performing elaborate undertakings. Such systems would have to be based on complex and dynamic user and context models. We
believe that scrutability – i.e. the ability of the user to actively study and modify the models towards tuning personalisation – could
emerge as an essential element of such a human-assistant interaction paradigm. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, no work so far has
investigated how the principles of scrutability, as presented in [21], relate to the context and novel challenges raised by the proactive
IPAs and how scrutability could facilitate effort-efficient control of the assistants. This paper introduces our vision of the confluence of
the research fields of IPAs and scrutability, presents a diagram of the proposed interaction structure, and reanalyses data from user
studies originally presented in [11, 39] to better understand user expectations regarding scrutability and proactivity of IPAs.
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1 RESEARCH PROBLEM

Virtual assistants, or intelligent personal assistants (IPAs), as they are frequently titled in literature [5], became
omnipresent in recent years thanks to the now-common practice of integrating such services in personal computers,
smartphones, smartwatches, smart TVs, and smart speakers [6, 18, 31]. Simultaneously, natural language user interfaces
of IPAs advanced to enable both casual exchanges and fulfilling tasks such as controlling processes of the hosting
device or of the internet of things (IoT), as surveyed in [12, 37]. Nevertheless, as noted by Clark et al. [7], the promise
of true conversational interaction has not yet been delivered. While functionalities such as making reservations [28],
scheduling meetings [3], and discerning and communicating germane pieces of information [35] make IPAs’ prospective
capabilities more akin to those of their human counterparts, Edwards et al. [15] concluded that IPAs might, in fact,
disrupt multitasking. Moreover, it has been noted [11, 13, 15] that IPAs are currently mostly used for simple tasks such
as setting alarms, playing music, setting reminders, and getting weather information. As these discrete, transaction-
oriented conversations fall short of the envisioned potential [7, 11], human-assistant interaction remains an active area
of research.

Further research in the field will likely investigate enabling a greater level of proactivity and personalisation [12, 18,
26, 35], which would enable the assistant to predict and perform actions most appropriate for the user’s context and
intent. Currently, the proactivity of assistants is mostly limited to presenting relevant cards (containing information
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such as calendar events, stocks prices, or road conditions) and pushing notifications [35, 36]. A majority of people in
the study from [39] envisioned that future proactive assistants would also offer “well thought-through suggestions and
recommendations to solve complex problems” and initiate conversations inspired by the knowledge of the user and her
environment. The authors then conclude that such an assistant might rely on querying the user at opportune moments.
This contrasts with the majority of contemporary solutions, which rely on explicit user activation [18, 30].

The announcement of Google Duplex [24], a robocalling system for making reservations that was to become a feature
of the Google’s IPA, included recordings of the system in action. One of the examples involved a case in which the
initial desired booking date had already been reserved, so alternatives had to be found. Furthermore, [3] presented
attempts of creating a virtual assistant capable of automating meeting scheduling. Prior to this, a personal meeting
scheduling agent capable of bilateral and multilateral negotiations was proposed in [34]. These works indicate that
future IPAs would likely delegate for, or represent, their users in conversations or even negotiate on their users’ behalves
with other assistants or humans.

The participants in a survey on the expectations of a perfect future assistant [39] anticipated the system would need
to be readily aware of changes in the surrounding. Such assistants would ineluctably rely on complex and dynamic
models, as they would necessitate representing not only the user but also her social relationships, mental and physical
state, and the relevant broader context. Yet, even with today’s comparatively less complex IPAs, the lack of trust has been
recognised as one of the main reasons for not using virtual assistants [11, 25]. We can thus assume that human-assistant
interaction in the future would include communicating how the IPA understood the user’s desiderata and how it can
minimise the likelihood of negative effects for the user and other humans the IPA interacts with on the user’s behalf.

Therefore, in order to make the future proactive and delegative IPAs enticing to users, it is imperative to devise
a mechanism through which the users could understand what information the system collects and how it is then
processed to provide befitting personalised services. Our guiding premise is that a manner to achieve this is by making
the intelligent personal assistants scrutable. Scrutability is a term representing the ability of a user to understand,
interact with, adapt, and study or scrutinise a personalised model [21]. This concept was introduced by Judy Kay in her
doctoral dissertation [20]. In [21], it is stated that the word was chosen over related concepts in literature such as open
or transparent because it emphasises the need for the user to actively engage with the system and the embedded user
model. We want to examine what challenges arise when scrutability is considered from the aspect of IPAs. Moreover,
we want to investigate whether interacting with an assistant that is scrutable by design would lead to a greater sense of
trust and rapport in comparison to the contemporary opaque IPAs.

Already with the present-day assistants with comparatively fewer capabilities, not trusting the system with complex
tasks is a major issue recognised in [11, 15]. Scrutability might help mitigate this concern too, by enabling the user to
verify the assistant’s understanding and by allowing the IPA to confirm its classification of the user’s intent. Yet, as
reported in [39], users expect the perfect assistant to be smart and to possess a high degree of knowledge about them.
This would indicate that the IPA would need to be effort-efficient – i.e. employing the IPA must principally be less
time-consuming than completing the task without it – while also maintaining reliability by minimising the probability
of performing a misidentified action. Ergo a confidence model ought to be constructed, which could appraise when an
explicit confirmation is appropriate and thus balance the ease of use with the risk of negative consequences of wrong
assumptions. Finding this balance within the context of the scrutable IPA is a further point of investigation.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the envisioned IPA interaction design

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Proactive and Delegative Intelligent Personal Assistants

The designation intelligent personal assistant became prevalent in the literature, as it declares that the core of its
functionality is personalisation powered by artificial intelligence, as elaborated in [5]. Other adjectives often used
[5, 12, 32, 37] to identify these assistants include virtual, digital, smart, and voice-enabled. Similarly, instead of – or in
addition to – the word assistant, the concepts agent and voice interface are sometimes used. In our case, however, we
strictly differentiate between the three, as indicated in figure 1.We see the agent as the central control and communication
engine of the IPA, where the data from various models (cf. subsection 2.2) is utilised to provide services and power the
voice interface. Following the classification from [7], the voice interface can facilitate transactional (centred around a
specific goal) and interactional (ranging from small talk to longer dialogues) communication with the user. In addition,
we see communication for the purposes of scrutiny and model control as a novel interaction type. As indicated in [7],
even though the purposes of these classes differ, they can overlap in natural conversations. Many IPAs are capable of
performing actions in the physical world by e.g. controlling the IoT devices [4, 5]. As elaborated in subsection 2.3, we
expect our IPA to be able to affect its physical surrounding by interacting with the IoT. This is already possible with
many widely deployed and popular commercial IPAs such as [12, 37], as well as on other systems based on open-source
technology [4] or through purpose-built assistants [38].

In their systematic review [12], the authors state that “future research could deal with the proactivity and personal-
ization challenges when developing intelligent personal assistants”. Sarikaya in [32] divides IPA support into proactive
(anticipatory, system-initiated) and reactive (user-initiated) assistance. He then references [17] and notes that proactive
assistance operates on a proactivity continuum ranging from the user having to do the task manually; through having
the assistant suggest actions to the user; and to the full autonomy of the assistant to decide and perform actions. To
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achieve the latter stages on that continuum, the assistant has to model helpfulness of actions and user desires [32, 33]. A
commercial example of a proactive system is XiaoIce [41] which was originally developed by Microsoft as an empathetic
chatbot on Chinese social media. The system is proactively suggesting reminders for actions deemed relevant and it
may nudge the user to change behaviour estimated to be disruptive. In 2012, Yorke-Smith et al. [40] presented a generic
framework for proactive goal generation and deliberation. The framework was then implemented in CALO, an assistant
for knowledge workers [16]. The main parts of the framework are a task manager (through which the proactivity
is realised), a to-do manager that aids the user in tracking her tasks, and a calendar manager, that is also capable of
delegating for the user in meeting negotiations via email. Enabling the assistant to communicate on the user’s behalf
for the purposes of arranging meetings was also investigated in [3]. Yet, in the subsequent years, there seems [12, 18] to
have been little work on further allowing assistants to directly represent – or delegate for – their users in interactions
in natural language with other people. One notable exception is Google Duplex whose base functionality – scheduling
appointments at hairdressers’ and restaurants – was showcased in [24]. Yet the system was controversial from the
launch due to ethical concerns [28] and has to date only seen a limited distribution [27]. Nevertheless, we believe that
future IPAs will be able to delegate for their users in correspondence (text messages, calls) with other people and other
assistants, as represented on the left-hand side of the diagram.

2.2 Multi-Model, Metadata Driven Approach to Personalisation

Our envisioned IPA would be highly personalised and thus underpinned by modelling the user (representing her
preferences, goals, state), interpersonal relations, context, and connected IoT devices (both in terms of their sensors
and possible actions). This view largely overlaps with the six areas of digital personal assistance recognised in [26].
Employing the multi-model, metadata driven approach to providing personalisation of adaptive systems, as proposed
and evaluated in [8–10] within the context of eLearning, allows for a greater degree of module reusability and control
flexibility. As illustrated in figure 1, these models would save both the received evidence as well as inferences from
evidence interpretation. This conceptualisation is akin to that of ALIGN system architecture presented in [29], which
comprises a cyclical process of updating models through adaptive interaction with the user. Unlike ALIGN, however,
we envision that the user would also be able to explicitly scrutinise and modify the models.

2.3 Scrutability

As indicated in figure 1, we see control of the assistant through explicit verification and scrutiny of its beliefs and
actions as central to the future user-assistant interaction. Kay and Kummerfeld [21] define principles of designing
scrutable user modelling and personalisation, which arise from solving problems relating to privacy, invisibility (i.e. the
fact that it is often impossible to determine if and to what extent the interface differs from that of another user due
to personalisation), errors in user model (which are exacerbated by the fact that there is often no explicit way for the
user to fix them), wasted user models (i.e. the data that is captured by various devices but not utilised meaningfully
for personalisation), and the lack of control of the user’s personal information that is integrated into models. IoTum
– presented in [23] and evolved from the um toolkit [19] and the Personis user model [22] – is a framework for user
modelling for IoT applications. Application can tell evidence to IoTum, ask it for interpretations, or listen for triggering
actions. Decisively, IoTum facilitates scrutability and accountability by maintaining provenance information. Yet, as
depicted in figure 1, our envisioned IPA would not only exchange data with applications in a similar manner, but
would also (proactively) control the IoT devices and correspond with other people or their IPAs. This would necessitate
extending the framework to allow for scrutability and control of the broader effects of the IPA’s models and actions.
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3 RESEARCH QUESTION, OBJECTIVES, AND GOALS

After the author’s first semester, the research question reads as follows: How can principles of scrutability be extended to

facilitate effort-efficient control of the proactive and delegative intelligent personal assistants? The question thus explicitly
assumes that IPAs in the future would be proactive – anticipating the user’s intention and initiating or continuing
conversation accordingly – as well as delegative, i.e. capable of representing the user in conversations and negotiations
with other assistants and humans. Such assistants would likely rely on complex and dynamic models. Our initial
contribution would be to investigate how scrutability, i.e. allowing users to study and directly adapt aspects of these
models, could aid the control of the IPAs and if it would lead to a greater sense of trust and rapport. This investigation
would then result in a theoretical framework for scrutable proactive delegative IPAs and an apt prototype. The envisioned
IPA would have to reason about the provenance of modelled information and its applicability in similar situations.
Namely, the assistant must possess a confidence model that balances the trade-off between potential social and financial
costs of undesired actions caused by a misunderstanding on the one hand and distracting or frustrating the user by
asking additional questions on the other. Consequently, investigating the effort-efficiency of controlling scrutable IPAs
and its effect on the cognitive load would be a further point of investigation. We hold that there are both nuances
and significant differences that have to be considered when deliberating about extending principles of scrutability (cf.
section 2.3) to IPAs. These differences stem from questions concerning proactivity (When/why to initiate interaction?
How do the user model and the context relate to the interruption design?), delegation (When/how to delegate for the
user?), and the broader effect (How does the user model affect others?). Defining a set of design principles for scrutable
assistants is thus the principal goal of the proposed dissertation. Lastly, as the user can always simply complete the
intended action without the IPA, we want to investigate the effects of scrutability on the appeal of IPA usage.

4 RESEARCH APPROACH, METHODS, AND RATIONALE

To tackle the challenges formulated in the research question above, our work follows the Design-Based Research (DBR)
approach [14]. This approach had originally been devised for education research [2], but has since been applied in
the areas of human-centred computing as well [1]. Returning to previous phases when this is meaningful due to the
knowledge gained in later phases (cf. [14]) is integral to the DBR, which is very advantageous given the partially
unpredictable nature of interventions in human-centred research [1].

As the focus of the dissertation is human-assistant interaction, user studies are to continuously guide and evaluate
our work. We plan to organise semi-structured interviews as well as focus groups akin to those in [11, 25] to better
understand expectations regarding scrutable assistants. We would also organise fill-in-the-gap questionnaires (where
the participants imagine appropriate responses for given scenarios), similarly as in [39]. In contrast to these studies, our
experiments would have a top-down approach and would fixate on the scrutability rather than on general experiences
or suppositions. Thereafter, we would create a prototype that would focus on simulating proactive and delegative
interaction (rather than on actually performing such services) that participants can evaluate in usage tests akin to those
in [21]. Three aspects of scrutability by designwould be investigated: 1) how scrutability of the assistant’s personalisation
models, their substantiates, and consequences is realised (what can be questioned, what explanations can be produced,
how are the follow-up questions supported); 2) the appropriateness of time and manner to verify current beliefs about
the user and the desired actions, with special attention given to information provenance as well as to the potential
broader effect of requested actions; and 3) proactive facets through which the assistant initiates a conversation with the
user or even performs an action on the user’s behalf with no explicit prior request.
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5 PROGRESS TO DATE

During the first semester of the PhD, we focused on defining the research area and the research question. An extensive
survey of related work has been undertaken. A concrete result of this work is the diagram of the envision assistant
interaction design, presented in section 2. In addition, after contacting the corresponding authors of [11] and [39], we
analysed raw data from their experiments. Rather than reproducing their approach and extracting common themes, we
wanted to investigate to what extent the participants envisioned personalisation, proactivity, delegation, and elements
of scrutability. Tables with the most relevant statements and lines of dialogue and further elaboration on the findings
can be seen in a git repository at https://gitlab.com/Jovan_NS/envisioned-ipa-scrutability. For example, one of the
scenarios in [39] prompted the participants to write down the dialogue with their assistant concerning visiting a local
cinema. Participant 155 imagined the IPA to ask the user for a seat position preference, whereas in 105 the IPA just
booked seats and noted that they are in the user’s “preferred seating area”. Therefore, the participants in [39] envisioned
that the need for explicit verification would depend on prior interactions. A similar proposition was voiced by an
infrequent IPA user in focus group three from [11] who had stated: I would like Siri to ask me back a question, to clarify

something. /. . . / I would have liked a question-answer to be more of a dialogue. Likewise, users in both studies envisioned
proactivity (both in terms of initiating conversations and proposing activities) and delegation (negotiating meetings,
writing letters and text messages on the user’s behalf). Some users in [39] also envisioned elements of scrutability such
as studying why a certain suggestion had been given or a proactive action performed. The IPA’s awareness of social
relations (also depicted in figure 1) is implied in many open scenario dialogues from [39], in which the IPA is capable of
proposing, discussing, and elaborating on gift ideas for the user’s significant others.

6 DISSERTATION STATUS, EXPECTED NEXT STEPS, AND LONG-TERM GOALS

Jovan Jeromela is a first-year PhD student partaking in a four-year full-time PhD research programme under the
supervision of Professor Owen Conlan at Trinity College Dublin. The expected time of graduation is thus the Summer
of 2025. With the initial literature survey and the preliminary interaction diagram completed (cf. section 2), the focus of
the work at the moment is to theoretically define a framework for the intersection of scrutability [21] and intelligent
personal assistants [12]. From the framework and the initial insights gathered from data from [11, 39] (cf. section 5),
mock use-cases and scenarios will be devised to serve as the base for semi-structured interviews and a fill-in-the-
gap study (cf. section 4). Based on the gained knowledge, a prototype of a scrutable assistant will be designed and
implemented. Evaluation results of this prototype interaction studies as well as the prior interviews will then lead to the
central contribution of the dissertation: concrete guidelines for the design of scrutable intelligent personal assistants. In
addition, evaluation criteria would be defined for assessing how principles of scrutability were integrated with a given
intelligent personal assistant’s interaction design.

There are thus multiple related goals and envisioned contributions of the dissertation. Firstly, we propose a novel IPA
interaction paradigm for the envisioned proactive and delegative IPAs based on scrutability. We also want to provide a
formal framework for such assistants that accounts for existing and envisioned issues. Moreover, evaluation criteria
to determine the extent to which these issues are alleviated is to be proposed. A further contribution would be to
develop a fitting confidence model for assumption verification that considers information provenance and conceivable
action consequences. Another point of interest is discovering potential long-term effects of scrutable human-assistant
interaction and its effects on the cognitive load, multitasking, sense of trust and rapport, and appeal for IPA use. Lastly,
a practical contribution of the thesis is to be an interactive prototype of a scrutable, proactive, and delegative IPA.
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